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Board Structure & Responsibility:
One size does not fit all 

� With oversight there is no one right answer – many Board variations to date:

� Forming separate risk committee – increasing in popularity

� Giving another committee responsibility for risk oversight (audit 
committee)

� Declaring entire board responsible

� Regardless of structure, oversight with independence and objectivity is key –
Boards matter and must focus on setting an agenda, ensuring responsibilities 

are met, and holding themselves and others accountable.
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Board Structure & Responsibility:

Key Criteria For Success

� Board make-up

� On-boarding

� 2-Way communications

� Management sets strategy, Board oversees 

� Management sets mission, Board ensures fulfillment

� Alignment

� Board sets agenda

� Term limits
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Board Structure & Responsibility:

Due Care 

Support:

• Formulate organization policies 
and strategic goals 

• Evaluate and help manage risk

• Formulate organization’s risk 
appetite and tolerance 
expectations

• Establish discipline and manage 
expectations

• Monitor guide and enable good 
management

• Authorize major transactions 

Action:
• Understand the organization’s strategic, 

business, legal, and compliance risks

• Develop in-depth knowledge of the 
business

• Enforce accountability

• Be transparent

• Stay up-to-date

• Benchmark against other similar 
organizations

• Provide an overall opinion on how the 
business is managing itself  

• Take action if the control environment is 
becoming ineffective
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Internal Audit Support and Action:

Tone at the Top

Support

� Strategy & Mission

� Policy establishment

� Accountability

� Communication

� Monitoring

Action

� Be a voice 

� Identify gaps in understanding or 

beliefs

� Create transparency 

� Develop touch points or metrics 

� Point out non-compliance 

� Broaden  perspective

� Provide training
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Internal Audit Support and Action:

Risk

Support

� Aligning risk to mission, strategy, & 

business model 

� Establishing & communicating  the 
organizations risk appetite and 

tolerance expectations 

� Identifying emerging risks

� Understanding event impact

� Accepting the right residual risk

Action

� Identify gaps between the board’s 

and management’s 
understanding and acceptance 

of  risk 

� Maintain a dynamic risk register  

� Promote the use of a framework 

for consistency and alignment

� Evaluate residual risk bottom up 
and top down

� Pointing out the softer side of risk 
and risk management
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Internal Audit Support and Action:

Bridging the Gap

� Tenacity, tenacity, tenacity

� Create reporting that emphasizes the key issues, impacts, and 
actions, and make sure it is effectively communicated 

� Point out disparities and ask for reconciliation of ideas and actions

� Recommend best practices (frameworks, tools, etc.) that facilitate 
alignment and action 

� Build as many relationships as possible with the board and executive 
staff to engender “trust”

� Be prepared for steep climb or two 
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Strategy for Risk Fluidity 

Risk Drivers 

� Information security/Cyber security

� Vendor management and 3rd

party risk

� Regulation and compliance 

� Reputational risk

� Speed of change in technology 

Challenges 
� Times are more challenging than ever

� Workloads have expanded

� Elevated roles have led to heightened 
expectations

� Expectations for governance oversight

� Globalization of markets and operations

� Use of, and reliance on, evolving 
technologies

� Demands and complexities in laws, rules, 
regulations, and standards

� Staffing challenges

� Expectations relating to preventing and 
detecting fraud
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Strategy for Buy-in 

• Risk management (RM) enables better decisions - from setting 
corporate strategy to driving major projects to operational decision-
making. With reliable, timely, and current information on risk (both the 
“+” and “-” potential) people can make better quality decisions

• Enables more risk-intelligent management, which can lead to optimized 
and sustained performance

• By anticipating potential events, the organization becomes more agile -
it is able to respond quickly, whether to minimize the impact of adverse 
events or to seize opportunities for gain

• If you want to see the value of RM, just ask an executive who has an 
effective RM program whether he would like to give it up

• Look at what happened to companies during the Great Recession that 
didn’t have effective RM…
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Lessons Learned

Board:

� Be wary of “Big” Boards

� Ensure independence of the board 
members 

� Be wary of hidden agendas

� Double check consistency of 
message for mission and strategy

� Encourage term limits – new board 
members can bring renewed 
diligence and fresh perspective

� Find and appreciate the “Devil’s 
Advocate” on your board

� Be wary of insecure management

Internal Audit

� Good governance does not come 
from a lot of process, it comes 
from a lot of communication

� Keep your understanding of risk 
fresh and current 

� Keep the focus on the right risks 

� Lots of little issues can be a 
symptom of one big issues

� Use your audit committee 
effectively 

� Ensure independence of the audit 
function 
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QUESTIONS? 
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